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Abstract 
The urban development scenario of Kerala state has always been struggling due to the heavy dependence on the existing 
overloaded transport network. It has been more than a decade since the ambitious project to develop a 526 km long access 
controlled high speed corridor linking the northern and southern most cities of Kerala was shelved. This project could not be 
materialized due to the protest from various corners voicing their concerns regarding how it was going to impact Kerala and its 
development. This note intends to find out the relevance of the project proposal from an urban development perspective and not 
getting deep into the environmental, social and cultural issues. The project is appraised with respect to the context in which it was 
planned more than a decade ago and how relevant this project is after a decade in a state which is still having lot of issues with 
respect to the roads, congestion, travel time etc. 
© 2016 The Authors.Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
An efficient transportation is an important ingredient for economic development and sustainable growth of any 
region. Among different modes of transportation, road network plays an important role by providing mobility to 
people and by connecting various parts of the region to all the other modes of transportation including rail, 
waterways and air. A majority of the freight travels at least a short distance along roads to reach railway stations, 
shipyards and airports before being taken to various parts of the world. 
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More than a decade ago, the Government of Kerala initiated an ambitious program to expand and modernize the 
road network of the state. Among other projects, an Access Controlled High Speed Corridor was proposed from 
Kasaragod to Thiruvananthapuram in a different alignment form the existing road network in order to resolve the 
traffic related issues and give a boost to the socio-economic development. This evoked strong mixed responses from 
various sections of the society and could not be materialized during the time. Even now, the road network of Kerala 
still struggles to cater to the ever increasing requirements of urban development. In this perspective, it is interesting 
to have a relook at the proposal of Access Controlled High Speed Corridor and its components. 
2. Understanding Kerala’s unique profile 
Kerala is situated between the Arabian Sea to the west and Western Ghats to the east. The shape is of a 550 
kilometers long narrow strip with the maximum width of the state is around 100 kilometers. 
2.1. Geographic profile 
Geographically, Kerala is roughly divided into three distinct regions which run almost parallel from north to 
south- the eastern highlands, the central midlands and the western lowlands. 
 
Fig 1: Physiographical divisions of Kerala (Source: PWD, Kerala) 
The highlands of Kerala occupy nearly 48% of the land and are rich with major plantations like tea, coffee, rubber 
and is the largest producer of various spices including cardamom, pepper and ginger. Main occupations of people are 
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activities associated with the cultivation of these crops. The midlands occupy around 42% and have an area of 
intense cultivation including paddy, banana, rubber, cashew, coconut, arecanut, pepper, tapioca and various varieties 
of vegetables. The lowlands occupy nearly 10% of land along the coastal stretch are very fertile and grow mainly 
paddy and coconut. 
2.2. Demographic Profile and Settlement Pattern 
According to Census 2011, the population of Kerala is 3.34 crores. There is a heavy concentration of population 
along the coastal stretch compared to the midland and highlands.  The lowland which is only around 10% of the state 
accommodates 61% of the total population resulting in a high population density. The highland districts have lesser 
population and density. Most of the settlements in Kerala developed towards the coastal region due to various social 
and political factors. The midlands and the high lands of the state have been having a lesser number of settlements 
that too lower in hierarchy (except for a few) when compared to the settlements along the low lands (Source: Census 
2011). 
2.3. Transportation Network 
x Roads 
The major roads of the state also run along the low lands from North to South. The National Highways 47 and 66 
together functions as the spine for Kerala and state highways and other major roads act as feeders.  
 
 
Fig 2: Road Map of Kerala (Source: PWD, Kerala) 
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x Railways 
Similar to the road network, rail network also shows a heavy concentration along the coastal lowland region. 
Most of the settlements along the coast also have railway stations. A railway track from Ernakulam to Kayamkulam 
through Kottayam and railway track from Thrissur to Coimbatore through Palakkad improves the connectivity to 
midland areas. But the highland region is totally devoid of rail connectivity. 
 
x Waterways 
There are 41 rivers, many lakes and back waters in Kerala which provides connectivity to different parts of the 
state. The West Coast Canal System, a part of which is designated as the National Waterway No.3 has a length of 
around 550 kilometers, starts from Kovalam and connects Kasaragod. This canal system runs through the prominent 
settlements along the lowland including Kochi and Kollam and provided an economic and environment friendly 
transportation system from historical times. The utilization of waterways of transportation in the state is much below 
satisfactory level. 
Most of the cargo movements through sea route happen from the port at Kochi. There are other small ports along the 
coastal line of Kerala. The Vizhinjam port project has been in the pipeline for long, but yet to be materialized. 
x Airports 
Kerala is well connected to the other cities in India and the World through three international airports located 
along the major lowland settlements namely, Thiruvananthapuram, Kochi and Kozhikode. Another Airport at 
Kannur under construction is also located at a coastal town. 
3. Influence of transportation network on settlement pattern 
The growth of settlements in Kerala indicated a concentrated development along the lowland owing to their 
connectivity and accessibility by all modes of transportation. Especially the National Highways 47 and 66 have been 
contributing significantly after the 1970s. According to the Census 2011, 13 out of the 19 urban agglomerations and 
6 out of 7 major cities in Kerala are located along the National Highways. Almost all the major settlements located at 
the interchanges of national highways and state highways grew not only faster but have become multi-functional 
centers than other settlements located elsewhere. Even now, the settlements well connected with major roads show a 
higher growth rate. 
4. Recent trends in settlement pattern 
In the past two decades, the settlements located in the midland have been showing significant growth along with 
the settlements in the lowland which has been growing steadily. Some of these midland settlements even registered 
higher annual average growth rate. 
The higher order settlements along the lowland have been dependent on tertiary activities whereas many of the 
highland and midland settlements were of lower order and dependent on the agricultural activities. These settlements 
of highlands developed along the traffic routes as an intermediate base station to gather and transport a considerable 
part of the agricultural products from these areas to the coastal cities for further processing and export. These 
settlements serve the entire highland area occupying 48% of the land. 
Going through the census data of last few decades in Kerala, it can be observed that the agricultural activities 
have been declining steadily and service oriented activities have increased. The earnings from tourism industry 
increased from Rs.500 crores in 1998 to Rs. 6398.93 crores in 2014 as given in data published by Department of 
Tourism. This has an impact on the settlement pattern.  
Provision of infrastructure including a well connected road network has the potential to influence/induce the 
development of settlements. 
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5. Access Controlled High Speed Corridor 
The Government of Kerala came up with an ambitious program to expand and modernize the road network in the 
state during the early 2000s. One of the key elements of the program was the development of an Access controlled 
high speed Expressway in the state. 
The project was conceived to provide fast movement of goods and passengers, to boost the economy of the state, 
to relieve the load from the existing road network along the coast and to provide better accessibility to the midlands 
and the highlands.  
The access controlled high speed corridor was conceived to run for a length of 526 kilometers from Kasaragod to 
Thiruvananthapuram through the midland region connecting the northern and southern boundary districts of Kerala. 
This corridor with a design speed of 60-120 kilometers would considerable reduce the travel time from the present 
12 hours to 5 hours. This would be a dual two lane carriageway along the terrain or elevated on pillars and would 
have over bridges and underpasses for road and rail crossings to have least disturbance to the existing developments. 
This would carry gas, power supply cables, irrigation canals and would have around 15 interchanges at strategic 
locations where the corridor intersects with National Highways or State Highways. These interchanges would house 
development centers for tourism, information technology, biotechnology, marketing and warehousing sectors 
(Source: Techno-Economic Feasibility Report for Access controlled High Speed corridor in Kerala by LASA). 
This project was not well received by various social and political organizations of the state and there were a lot of 
protest against this project. There was also a concern over the effectiveness of environmental impact studies to 
identify and mitigate the resultant issues due to this project. The project was shelved after carrying out a few studies. 
Over the years, attempts were made to revamp the project but did not materialize since then. 
 
6. Present development scenario in Kerala 
The urban population of Kerala increased from 8 million in 2001 to 16 million in 2011(source: Census 2011). 
Most of the urban population is concentrated towards settlements in the lowland region and some towards midlands 
whereas settlements in the highland still continue to have lower urban population and density. 
Fig 3: Congested Roads in Kerala (source: www.thehindu.com) 
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Kerala has seen an unprecedented growth in the number of vehicles that are registered every year but the road 
network has not developed in a similar pace during the past. The dependency on the National Highways running 
along the low land region still has not changed and it caters to all the major travel requirements across Kerala.  
Among the urban local bodies, 5 out of 6 Corporations and a majority of municipalities out of 87 are located along 
the coastal stretch which reflects the development pattern of Kerala’s urban settlements.  
The present transportation system in the state was evolved by piece-meal process, whichremains under-connected 
and non-integrated.It is characterized by high operating cost,inefficiency and high accident risk. The situation is 
likely to worsen in future due to increasein population, urbanization and demand for personal modes of transport. 
The daily transportdemand is expected to grow from present 135 lakh trips to over 180 lakh passenger trips by2025. 
Kerala will continue to remain as a consumer market for all kind of goods. The existingtransport system will not be 
able to cater to this much demand and hence the inter-modaldistribution of goods transport, urban transport 
infrastructure, public transport system, trafficmanagement and associated amenities must be improved 
substantively(source: Road Development Vision for Kerala by Dr. B.G. Sreedevi, Director, NATPAC). 
 
Even after many years, it takes more than 12 hours to travel from Kasaragod to Thiruvananthapuram using road 
and this travel need to pass through many the heart of many busy settlements which mixes the long distance travelers 
with the local short distance travelers and slows down the traffic and reduces the efficiency. During the last decade, 
not many by-passes could be completed for these towns except for a few and even the ones conceived way back in 
1970s and 1980s like the Kollam and Alappuzha By-pass are still incomplete. The widening of National Highway to 
four lane could not be initiated as it requires a ROW of 45m which is being opposed by many with specific interests. 
 
7. Probable impact of the project 
The access controlled high speed corridor, if implemented, would have brought in drastic changes in the urban 
development of Kerala. Even though it was conceived more than a decade ago, the objectives behind the project still 
hold good as we could see from the previous section. Here is an attempt to outline the probable broad impacts of the 
project in the urban scenario of Kerala. 
7.1. Reduced load on the existing road network 
With the reduced travel time, people travelling long distance would have preferred to use this new corridor so as 
to avoid the delays crowding and congestion that has become part of our journey through the existing network. The 
fact that this corridor doesn’t have to pass through settlements and is access controlled with limited interchanges 
adds to the advantages. With a considerable fraction of the long distance travelers shifting to this new facility, the 
commute through existing national highways and other major roads would have become more efficient. The reduced 
load would also mean less wear and tear to the road. 
7.2. Change in Settlement pattern 
The alignment along the mostly virgin midland region would have helped to spread the development towards the 
midlands by marking a difference from the historical pattern of concentrated development towards the coastal 
stretch. This new corridorwould have effected a reduction in travel time, improved access to facilities etc and would 
have resulted in general economic improvement in the highland thereby inducing the development of new urban 
settlements along these regions. As the high speed corridor has been proposed as access controlled, there would be 
no direct impact on the existing settlements. But the impact would be higher at the interchanges as they provide 
entry exit points on the corridor. These interchanges along major nodes with National or State Highways would have 
develop as urban settlements taking advantage of its road connectivity to the low land as well as the high land 
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region. The lower order settlements towards the midlands and highlands would have developed as uni-funtional or 
bi-functional centers. 
7.3. New business opportunities 
The agriculture sector of the highlands would have got a boost with the project. New processing units could have 
been located in the highland region itself as it could be transported to destinations including airports and ports in a 
much shorter time. Along with the conventional industrial units, foot loose and sunrise industries could be located in 
the scenic settings of Kerala highland and midland with necessary support from the government. 
8. Conclusion 
An all round development of any region is possible only by understanding the resources that are available and by 
conceiving, planning and implementing projects aimed at utilizing those resources. It is not good for any region to be 
heavily dependent on specific urban centers and over a period of time, the dependency factor should be reduced to 
the extent possible by bringing in a balanced development model. The highlands and the midlands of Kerala are 
going through such a phase where there should be a conscious effort to induce development to those areas.  Also, 
Kerala is badly in need of a drastic step to improve the traffic conditions which has slowed down the development. 
Such an express way would give a much needed boost to the all round development of Kerala economy. 
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